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Introduction

Discovering the regularity by pupils is the important problem and present in
the world trends of teaching. In many countries in the teaching of mathematics
the attention is directed to the functioning of the regularity. In literature one
can find descriptions of carried out research in discovering and generalizing of
noticed rules (Stacey, 1989; Mason, 1996; Lee, 1996; Garćıa Cruz, Martinón,
1997; Sasman, Olivier, Linchevski, 1999; Orton, A., Orton, J., 1999; Zazkis, Lil-
jedahl, 2002a, 2002b; Littler, Benson, 2005a, 2005b; Barbosa, Palhares, Vale,
2007; Carraher, Martinez, Schliemann, 2008).
Teaching to perceive and use regularities means teaching a certain attitude

to mathematics. Regularities stimulate thinking outside particular cases, they
guide to the thinking of the general rules. In Poland one can also find research
results that give base to the wide interest in regularities shown in mathematical
education of children.
Searching for regularity is extremely effective in solving mathematical

problems, is a strategy of solving tasks. As E. Swoboda writes: “ldots noticing
the regularity is a skill desired by all means. Activities in which a child is
to notice the regularity, act according to the rule – are those stimulating his
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mental development. They are also the basis of mathematical thinking at each
level of mathematical competence.” (Swoboda, 2006, pp. 51-52).

Unfortunately, this type of thinking about mathematics is not common in
our school reality. The rhythm and regularity, in Polish practice of teaching
mathematics, children generally meet in pre-school and in the younger grades
of primary school. The most common are the geometric regularities of drawing
special patterns. The task: “omplete the pattern” is placed for a child to do. It
is not expected he/she discovers the rule governing the model, just draws it as
careful as possible. It is mainly about training some manual abilities needed to
learn shapely and careful writing, not about the development of mathematical
thinking. In classes IV-V of primary school students sometimes meet with the
tasks relating to the arithmetic regularity (e.g. number of triangular numbers,
magic squares) or geometric (mosaic). These tasks are usually handled by
teachers marginally – they do not appreciate the value of such tasks, do not
know what purpose would those serve.

As the studies show (E. Gruszczyk-Kolczyńska 2001, A. Urbańska 2003)
noticing the rule by a child is usually a source of his/her immense satisfaction.
On the other hand, one can meet the opinion, that in teaching of mathematics
“oo little situations, in which a student in a spontaneous way could experience
both the joy of discovery and the fact of discovering something new, are being
created . Students are indifferent to the mathematical issues, and an indifferent
man cannot be creative.” (Skurzyński, 1992). You see, then, apparently it
shows that also in the area connected with learning there are great, unused
possibilities.

There have been a lot of discussion in didactic of mathematics about teach-
ing algebra in primary school in recent years. It has been talked over the
so-called early algebra and algebraic thinking (Tall, 2001; Steinbring, 2004;
Mutschler, 2005; Carraher, Schliemann, Brizuela, Earnest, 2006; Cooper, War-
ren, 2008; Carraher, Martinez, Schliemann, 2008; Radford, 2009). Among oth-
ers, some controversies over the problem of the relation between algebraic
thinking and arithmetic thinking arouse. (Arzarello, Bazzini, Chiappini, 2001;
Mason, Johnston-Wilder, Graham, 2005).

One of the concept of developing algebraic thinking is a “superstructure”
over arithmetic thinking. It is considered that the experience in doing many of
the counting is used to acquire certain skills, noticing relations. On this basis
purely algebraic ideas come into being. This can be done by tasks consisting
in discovering the geometric-arithmetic relations which one should generalize,
record symbolically.

The other approach says that the algebraic thinking is independent of
the counting efficiency in a way. It is characterized by other properties than
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those which help count efficiently. In this approach it is stressed that the
most important is the general attitude to the detecting of relations, seeking
analogies and dependencies, regardless of the subject which the process of
thinking uses. These relations may be both arithmetic as well as geometric
and even the general approach to solving a certain type of problems.

In both of these approaches there is though the important moment when
an attempt of symbolic recording of noticed relations takes place. As a result of
research conducted in Poland (Zarȩba 2009, Legutko 2009, 2010) the transition
to the symbolic notation is quite difficult not only for the primary school stu-
dent. So that a student could use the algebraic language (symbolic language)
must at first understand its basic ingredient – a letter. Letters are used in
algebra in at least four kinds of meanings: as general names, ie. any constants,
as variables, as unknown quantities and as constants. (Turnau, 1990).

Each of these meanings is present in different varieties, depending on the
context. In addition, the meaning of the letter in the algebraic entry can
change in the course of solving a task. Here, a characteristic example is the
mathematical induction; during solving the same task the letter has different
meanings – once it is a variable, and once a constant. It poses an additional
difficulty in mastering and applying an algebraic language.

The aims of the research

The research lasted five years and included three stages: preliminary study,
diagnostic testing and the main research. The goals, the tools and the research
methods evolved at particular stages. Each stage of research allowed to identify
the research problem better. Due to it, both research topics and the selection
of the research group could be specified. It had influence on the formation of
a final research tool.

The first stage of the study, the so-called initial study was focused on the
ability to perceive regularity by students. This phase of the study lasted less
than two years and consisted of two parts. Students from secondary school
took part in the first part of research. In the second one – students from
primary school were investigated (see: Pytlak, 2006).

The main research questions read as follow:

1. How do students from secondary and primary school cope with the tasks
concerning noticing and discovering the regularities?

2. Which kind of regularity is easier to be noticed: arithmetic regularity or
geometric one?
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3. Are the students on this level of education able to make a generalization?

The first phase of preliminary tests showed that the students are able to
cope with the task consisting of discovering regularities. Although the type
of task presented to them was new for them, they spontaneously approached
to its solutions and reached very interesting results. At the same time they
presented very different approaches and different ways of solving.
The second phase of preliminary tests produced very interesting results.

Students used a variety of approaches to task solving: arithmetic, geometric
and geometric-arithmetic. It turned out that focus on one method of operation
only did not bring complete success and allowed only on partial solution of
the problem. Only those students who have used mixed methods of work (that
have been used in various fields of mathematics, with different mathematical
knowledge) could solve the task and make far-reaching generalizations. The
study also showed the importance of an interaction during the teaching and
learning of mathematics, especially in the creation of a new mathematical
knowledge. And it occurred both on the line for the student-teacher, as well
as during interactions between students. The teacher had to develop students’
self-control ability by requiring from the students to argue and justify the steps
made by them during the work on the task. Thanks to this, the child faced
with the problem was more aware of what he or she was doing. The need for
verbalization of thoughts to explain their proceedings resulted in the creation
and discovery of new mathematical knowledge.
As the result of this stage of the research appeared the following conclu-

sions: students at different levels of education are doing quite well with the
tasks concerning the perception of regularity. In addition, they can make gen-
eralizations on the level available to them. Symbolic notation and using of
letters appears only at the high school level. Thus arose a new question: What
are the student’s way of thinking while solving the task concerning discover-
ing and generalizing regularities? What is the role of interaction and language
during jointly work of students on the task?
Those questions were the motivation for new stage of research. It was

conducted in September, 2006 among pupils from 4th, 5th and 6th grade of
primary school. The aim of this research was to get the answer for following
questions:

• What is the students way of thinking during solving of the task connected
with discovering the regularity?

• What is the connection between verbal language and students algebraic
thinking during the process of solving the task concerning the general-
ization?
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I am especially interested in the problem how the students thinking process
runs during solving such tasks. Will the verbalization of thinking has an affect
on the already made or further work on the task? How to change the language,
which is used by a student? After analysing the process and result of the work
of 4th and 6th grades the following conclusions can be drawn:

• the fourth grade students need specific physical experience connected
with solving the task, while the sixth grade students link directly to the
abstract knowledge;

• at the level of the fourth grade students do not feel the need to make
a schema and they see the relationships and dependencies only after go-
ing through a series of structurally-related activities, while older students
can make a schema very well, they simplify the task, they can notice the
relationships and dependencies after only a few sequences;

• older students are already quite significant experiences, with a fixed web
of connections. “Generic model” for the task presented to them is avail-
able to them. So they start right away with the level of abstraction. For
the fourth grade students the set of experiences and web of interconnec-
tions is only emerging;

• senior grade students use symbols to record observed relationships, while
the lower grade students describe these relationships in words or by
example.

Thus, it is sense of talking about the formation of the web of cognitive
connections and creating algebraic thinking in the case of the fourth grade
students? On this level the real thinking process took place. Here occurred the
exploration and gained experience as a basis for further learning. For these
students the task was a challenge and it inspired them to new discoveries. For
students of sixth grade the task was a trivial. Therefore, in the next stage of
the research I focused on the 9-10 years old students.

After the second stage of research, new questions appear: how does the
student create a web of cognitive connections related to algebraic concepts?
How does the student builds his or her mathematical knowledge in this area?
These questions have become inspiration to take the last step of the research.

The aim of the main research was to give the answer to the following
questions:

• How 9-10-years old students create their own web of cognitive connec-
tions during their work on the task concerning discovering regularity?
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• In what way they “think” about regularities and what is their thinking
processes while solving tasks in which they have to discover and use
noticing rules?

• Will they be able to cooperate while solving the task and how will this
common work influence their or the ways of solving the task?

In addition, I am also interested in how the social nature of learning will
have an impact on the formation of individual web of cognitive connections.

The main research

The research tool consisted of four sheets and each of them consisted of two
tasks. The tasks were as following: the students make a match pattern con-
sisting of geometrical figures – one time there are triangles and another time
there are squares with a side length of one match. In the first two sheets the
figures were arranged separately, in the second two – connected in one row.
The next sheets concerned: (1) separated triangles, (2) separated squares, (3)
connected squares and (4) connected triangles. In each of the sheet the prob-
lem was presented in a frame of two next tasks. They were constructed in such
a way in order to inspire students to search and discover occurring rules.
In the first task the students had to give the number of matches needed

to arrange one after the other from one to seven triangles or squares. The
question was: How many matches do you need to construct 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 of
such figures? The results should be written in the table. In the task two, there
was a question about a number of matches which are needed to construct 10,
25 and 161 of such figures (Littler 2006). In order to give an answer for these
questions the students had to discover the rule occurring in the first task.

Figure 1. The first and the fourth sheet of research tool.
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The choice of the tasks and the order of the sheets were not random. The
problem was to check if the students will benefit from their earlier experience
while solving the new tasks. As already elaborated, the strategy of solving
the problem will be applicable while doing the next task. Accepting this kind
of strategy will prove an appropriate construction of the research tool – that
is which provokes enlarging already existed cognitive web towards building
a generic model.

This task and the way of its presentation (four following sessions) were
something new for students. So far during maths lessons they did not solve the
tasks concerned with the perception of the appeared rules and generalization
of noticed regularities.

The research was carried out in November 2009 among students from the
fourth grade of a primary school. Twenty (9-10 years old students) working
in pairs took part in them. The research contained four following meetings,
during which students were solving following tasks. All meetings were recorded
by a video camera. After the research, the report was presented. The students
were working in pairs. The researcher was talking with every group of students
while they were solving the tasks.

The students had work sheets, matches (black sticks), ball pens and a cal-
culator. Before students started their work, they had been informed that they
could solve this task in any way they would recognize as suitable; their work
would not be graded; teacher would be videotaping their work and that they
could write everything on the work sheet which they recognize as important.
The research material consists of work sheets filled by students, as well as the
film recording their work and a stenographic record from it.

General results of analysing the students’ work

After analysing all students’ papers we can differentiate the following charac-
teristic way of acting in a particular sheet:

The first sheet – students often start from arranging one or a few triangles
(collected physical experiences); they investigate the whole sheet as separate
parts: the table was another kind of task than the task 2. Students usually
discover two rules. For the task 1 (in the table) the discovered rule that is:
add three to a previous value. For the task 2 used rule sounds: multiply the
number of triangles by three. All answers and formulated rules were correct,
students were able to make a generalization, they did not use any symbolic
notation. Students move from isolated models to generic model.

The second sheet – this time students resigned with physical experiences.
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They noticed an analogy to the previous task (from the first sheet). Everyone
applied the rule “multiply by four”. Solving this task lasted less time than in
the case of the first sheet. Students treated the task as a whole and started
from the generic model.
The third sheet was a challenge for students. At the beginning of their

work, they were trying to transfer a solving method from previous sheets.
However noticing that it was ineffective, they looked for another solution.
They started to analyse contents of the task, next they arranged a fragment
of a pattern using matches – for two, three squares. They discovered the rule:
the first square made of four elements, each following made of three elements.
Therefore, in order to give the number of needed matches, one should add three
to the previous number. After completing the table, when students moved
from the first task to the second, two ways of actions appeared: continuation
of “adding numbers three” to ten squares or searching for “components” in
the table, using previously obtained data. They discovered different rules for
this task: “add 3 to the previous number” for the first task and for the second
one: “multiply number of squares by 3 and add 4”, “Number of matches is
the number of squares less one multiply by 3 and add 4” and “Number of
matches is the number of squares multiply by 4 and then subtract number of
squares less one”. Then an attempt to move from isolated models to a generic
model appeared, which was connected with verbalisation of students’ gained
experience that emerged at the end of the work on the second task.
The fourth sheet – again the students referred to physical, manual expe-

riences connected with arranging pattern. Here however, they used their own
experience gained while working on the third sheet, so the solving process of
the task progressed quite efficiently. The students treated the task as a whole
however different rules appeared. They discovered rules: for the first task “add
3 to the previous number” and for the second task “multiply the number of
triangles by 2 and add 1” or “multiply by 2 the number of triangles diminished
by 1 and then add 3”.
Based on the collected research material I made an attempt to define the

so-called base knowledge1 of students at each stage of the process of solving
the task (it means the knowledge which student has on the beginning of the
work with each sheet). I have identified several levels of base knowledge 2:

1 - the level of concrete operations – a student has a static knowledge, the

1The term “student’s base knowledge” means the scope of existing knowledge and expe-
rience within mathematics (both the arithmetic and geometry), which can be helpful when
someone working on a current problem
2Naming is taken from the concept of functional mathematics teaching by Z. Krygowska

(1977), elaborated in the work of H. Siwek (1998)
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physical experience connected with the task under consideration is neces-
sary to encourage him or her to interact with the new situation; students
who are at this level arranged some or all the elements of the pattern;

2 - the level of concrete – imaginative operations – a student has the static
knowledge, but to its “activation” he or she needs residual physical ex-
perience, which results in arranging only one or two of the first pieces of
the pattern;

3 - level of imaginative operations – a student does not need a physical
experience, he or she possesses sufficient knowledge that is sufficiently
operative to help him/her in generating the solution of the problem, the
student at this level does not arrange the elements during solving the
task, but refers to the representation that is in his/her own mind;

4 - the abstract level – a student possesses a wide and operational knowl-
edge, the student is able to move between different fields of knowledge,
flows into the different types of representations of the object; the student
at this level generates a general model for the task after familiarization
with the base figure of considered pattern.

After the experience gained while working on all sheets of research students
acquire some skills for generalization. I classified them as follows:

1 - the lack of generalization, the student works only within specific data,
which form an ordered sequence (any gaps appear in the data);

2 - the generalization by an example, a student can apply the rule with
respect to a specific value, he can jump over a gap in the data;

3 - the local generalization – a student can tell the general rule with reference
to “certain value”;

4 - the global generalization – a student makes generalization in the means
of the minor qualifier.

The results obtained by all the pairs of students I set in the table No. 1.
Moving from the first sheet to the second one we can see an increase in the

base knowledge. This shows that students benefit from the experience gained
during working on the task. They “over-build” their base knowledge. Existing
knowledge becomes operative knowledge and it is used for the new situation.
The vast majority of pupils after the dissolution of the tasks from the sheet I
and II could make the global generalization.
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Table 1. The change of the level of base and final knowledge.
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In the third sheet students find a new situation. Past experience can not be
directly used in the process of solving the problem. Previously developed script
is not applicable to the situation presented in the third sheet, it is necessary
to rebuild it. Therefore, students need to restructure their knowledge through
acquisition of the new experience connected with the current problem. This
reflects the decrease in the level of base knowledge shown in tab. 1.

When starting the work with sheet IV students again used their previous
experience. They were experienced with both the third sheet and the previous
ones. They used the strategies elaborated during the work on the third sheet,
modifying them to the current situation. The work on the fourth sheet was
conscious, oriented rather on mathematizing individual situation than to build
an algorithm. So there has been the re-growth of the base knowledge. As
a result, the final knowledge also has grown.

Also students’ mathematical skills, which are associated with using of anal-
ogy, the diversification of the situation, putting in and verifying hypotheses,
transfer of method, generalization of specific cases and general detailing cases,
increased.

Looking at the graphs shown in the table 1, we note that for all students
the knowledge increased. In any case, there was no regression, although the
level of difficulty of the task gradually increased. New connections were formed
between existing experiences and the new ones, so that the gained knowledge
was operative. The change in the level of both the base knowledge and the
terminal one also indicates that the individual web of cognitive connections
is very dynamic and constantly variable. The presence of only one new factor
is able to set up a new connection and it gives a new meaning to the already
existing.

Conclusion

At the level of the the fourth grade of primary school the students have great
potential for giving rise to the ability to generalize mathematical thinking. It
is worth to organize the process of teaching mathematics to use this potential.

As my research has shown, despite the seemingly identical way of work on
a task the process of each pupil thinking was different, which translated into
individual differences in the internal webs of cognitive connections. The web
of cognitive connections is created individually. We should give every child
the chance to build their own web. Hence, the style of work with students
should take into account these differences and support the development of the
student.
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The structure of the task (four consecutive sheets) has confirmed that the
development of students’ knowledge takes place when they are faced with new
problems, or in the present situation the change is made. Duplication of tasks
of one type leads to automation and passive use of the algorithm.
Basing on the research we could found that there are certain regularities

associated with the building of the individual web of cognitive connections.
The most important of these are:

• Visual representation for the 9-10 years old students is very strong and
can stimulate to explore the relationship.

• The ability to transition from arithmetic to geometry and vice versa is
important. The conscious generalization occurred only when the students
were able to tie together different aspects of their knowledge.

• The role of physical manipulation and gaining experience in solving the
problem is very important. The structure of activity suggests the struc-
ture of thinking and shows relationships which occurred in the task.

The social aspect of learning turned out to be very helpful in the process
of solving the problem and building individual web of cognitive connections.
Due to it the students:

• were taking different roles in society, depending on the team in which
they worked;

• were developing their mathematical skills in argumentation, making hy-
potheses, verifying

• were acquiring beliefs about self-worth, about the fact that they can
cope with the problem.
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Budowanie sieci kognitywnych połączeń w środowisku

regularności matematycznych

S t r e s z c z e n i e

Problematyka referatu skupiona jest wokół algebry i myślenia algebraicznego
uczniów, zwłaszcza tych z poziomu szkoły podstawowej. Poruszam w niej pro-
blem rozwijania wiedzy algebraicznej uczniów podczas rozwiązywania przez
nich zadań ukierunkowanych na dostrzeganie i uogólnianie regularności.

W potocznym rozumieniu istotą algebry szkolnej jest język symboliczny
i sprawne posługiwanie się symboliką. Tymczasem myślenie algebraiczne nie
ogranicza się do posługiwania się językiem symbolicznym – algebraicznym.
Wdrażanie do algebry i rozumowań algebraicznych nie musi rozpoczynać się
od nauki o jednomianach i wyrażeniach algebraicznych czy nauki posługiwania
się niewiadomą przy rozwiązywaniu równań z niewiadomą. Znacznie wcześniej
można wprowadzać ucznia w rozumowania algebraiczne. Służyć temu mnogą
odpowiednio przygotowane serie zadań.

Prowadzone przeze mnie badania dotyczą zagadnienia nauczania algebry
na poziomie szkoły podstawowej i gimnazjum. Nawiązują do ogólnych trendów
badawczych w tym zakresie. W szczególności skupiłam się na rozwijaniu my-
ślenia algebraicznego u uczniów oraz ich umiejętności odkrywania regularności
matematycznych w obrębie algebry.

Analiza wyników badan wykazała, że przygotowana seria zadań stymu-
lująco wpłynęła na umiejętności uogólniania związków u uczniów 10-letnich.
Ten poziom edukacyjny wydaje się być najbardziej korzystny do wprowadzania
uczniów w myślenie algebraiczne.

Na podstawie przeprowadzonych badań stwierdzam, że istnieją pewne pra-
widłowości związane z budowaniem indywidualnych sieci kognitywnych powią-
zań. Najważniejsze z nich to:

• Reprezentacja wizualna na poziomie 4 klasy szkoły podstawowej jest
bardzo istotnym źródłem informacji i potrafi stymulować do odkrywania
zależności.

• Istotna jest umiejętność przejścia od interpretacji geometrycznej do aryt-
metycznej i odwrotnie. Świadome uogólnienie miało miejsce tylko wów-
czas, gdy uczniowie potrafili powiązać ze sobą różne aspekty wiedzy.

• Bardzo ważna jest rola manipulacji i zdobywanie fizycznych doświad-
czeń podczas rozwiązywania zadania. Struktura czynności podpowiada
strukturę myślenia i ukazuje związki występujące w zadaniu.
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Bardzo pomocny w procesie rozwiązywania zadania oraz budowania in-
dywidualnej sieci kognitywnych powiązań okazał się aspekt społeczny. Dzięki
niemu uczniowie:

• przyjmowali różną funkcję społeczną w zależności od tego, w jakim ze-
spole pracowali;

• rozwijali swoje kompetencje matematyczne w zakresie argumentowania,
stawiania hipotez, weryfikacji;

• nabierali przekonania o własnej wartości, o tym że potrafią poradzić
sobie z problemem.


